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kurdish turkish conflict 1978 present wikipedia - the kurdish turkish conflict is an armed conflict between the republic of
turkey and various kurdish insurgent groups which have demanded separation from turkey to create an independent
kurdistan or to have autonomy and greater political and cultural rights for kurds inside the republic of turkey the main rebel
group is the kurdistan workers party or pkk kurdish partiya karker n, the revival of shia islam pew research center washington d c recent violence between hezbollah a shiite muslim guerrilla group and israel sectarian conflict in iraq and
escalating tensions around iran s nuclear ambitions have drawn urgent attention to the resurgence and politicization of shiite
islam and its relationship to sunni islam, control of resources supporting dictators rise of - in the geopolitical context
support for iraq was due to the threat of loss of dominance and access to resources in the middle east as the washington
post highlights throughout the 1980s hussein s iraq was the sworn enemy of iran then still in the throes of an islamic
revolution, islam the proceedings of the friesian school - waman yud lili ll hu fam lahu min h din and whom god leads
astray there is for him no right guide al qur n s rah 39 verse 23 isl m is the religion founded by the prophet muh ammad the
word is sometimes said to mean peace but it is sal m that is the word for peace isl m means submission resignation i e to
the will of god both are from the same root slm to, the american empire ahealedplanet net - introd uction ever since
humanity s ancestors left their native habitat in the tropical rainforests they had to exploit new energy sources whether it
was tools to scavenge predator kills weapons that made humans into super predators fur from human prey worn as clothing
felling trees and using deforested land to grow crops and pasture animals the game was always about securing or, is
america subcontracting afghanistan to pakistan - henry kissinger writes in his book world order a further radicalization of
the arab world or heightened conflict in pakistan could expose india to significant internal pressures what kissinger fails to
mention is the role played by the us in both scenarios heightening conflict in, history of u s sabotage of korean peace and
reunification - introduction ancient historical origins of korean culture though this introductory section ostensibly has little to
do with the contemporary situation in korea in fact it is very important for understanding the rich history and unity of the
korean culture
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